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A NEW FAMILY OF BIBDs AND NON-EMBEDDABLE 
(16, 24, 9, 6, 3)-DESIGNS 
G.H.J. van REES* 
Department of Computer Science, University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Mannitoba, 
Canada R3T 2N2 
We construct a new family of balanced incomplete block designs with parameters (2n* + 3n + 2, 
((n + 1)/2)(2n* + 3n + 2), (n + 2)‘, 2n + 2, n + 1) where n and n + 1 are prime powers. Also 
we construct 251 non-embeddable (16, 24, 9, 6, 3) designs and thereby increasing the lower 
bound on the number of pairwise non-isomorphic balanced incomplete block designs 
(16,24,9,6,3) to 1542. 
1. Introduction 
A balanced incomplete block design (BIBD) is a pair (V, B) where V is a v-set 
and B is a collection of b k-subsets of V called blocks such that each element of V 
is contained in exactly r blocks and any 2-subset of V is contained in exactly A 
blocks. The numbers V, b, r, k, A are parameters of the BIBD. Trivial necessary 
conditions for the existence of a BIBD (v, b, r, k, A) are 
(1) w = bk, 
(2) r(k - 1) = A(v - 1). 
A parameter set that satisfies (1) and (2) is said to be admissible. 
Two BIBDs (VI, B,) and (V2, BJ are isomorphic if there exists a bijection 
LX: VI+ V, such that B,a = BZ. Given a symmetric BIBD (one with v = b, I = k), 
one obtains from it the residual design by deleting all elements of one block, and 
the derived design by deleting all elements of the complement of one block. The 
parameters of a derived design are (k, v - 1, k - 1, 3L, A - l), whereas the 
parameters of a residual design are (V - k, v - 1, k, k - A, A). 
Any BIBD that has parameters (k, v - 1, k - 1, Iz, A. - 1) or (u -k, v - 1, 
k, k - A, A) is called a quasi-derived or quasi-residual, respectively. A quasi- 
residual design which is residual is said to be embeddable in the corresponding 
symmetric design. 
A resolvable BIBD (v, b, r, k, A), denoted by RBIBD is a balanced incomplete 
block design in which the blocks of the design may be partitioned into r sets of 
v/k blocks such that every element of the design occurs in a block exactly once in 
each partition. The partitions are called resolution classes. 
In the following section we describe a construction for a new family of BIBDs. 
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In later sections this construction for n = 2 is used to produce 278 non-isomorphic 
(16, 24, 9, 6, 3) BIBDs of which 251 are non-embeddable. 
2. General construction 
Theorem 1. Zf a SBIBD (n*+ n + 1, n + 1, n) and a RBIBD ((n + l)*, 
(n + l)(n + 2), n + 2, n + 1, 1) both exist, then a BIBD (2n* + 3n + 2, 
(n + 1)(2n2 + 3n + 2)/2, (n + l)‘, 2n + 2, n + l), exists. 
Proof. Let the SBIBD elements be the set {1,2,3, . . . , n* + n + 1) = I. Let the 
RBIBD elements be the set {n” + n + 2, n2 + n + 3, . . . , 2n2 + 3n + 2) = J. Then 
to construct the new design, duplicate each block of the SBIBD n + 1 times and 
duplicate each block of the RBIBD n times. The new blocks of the design consist 
of two types. The first type is formed by adjoining to every set of n duplicated 
blocks a resolution class of the RBIBD. For example, if n = 2 then the block 
{1,2,3} of the SBIBD is duplicated 3 times and the resolution class {8,9, lo}, 
{11,12,13} and {14,15,16} of the RBIBD is adjoined to it to produce the 
following three blocks of the new design {1,2,3,8,9, lo}, {1,2,3,11,12,13} 
and {1,2,3, 14,15, 16). The choice of which resolution class is adjoined to which 
set of n duplicated blocks is completely arbitrary except that the n - 1 resolution 
classes left over must be identical. Let the blocks of this resolution class be 
denoted by B,, B2, . . . , B,. Then the second type of blocks for the new design 
are Bj fl Bj for all i #;i. This is the design. 
It is quite easy to check if the new design has 2n2 + 3n + 2 elements and 
(n” + n + l)(n + 1) + ((n + 1)/2) = (n + 1)(2n2 + 3n + 2)/2 blocks of size 2n + 2. 
An element i E Z occurs (n + l)(n + 1) times and an element j EJ occurs 
(n + 2)n - (n - 1) + n = (n + 1)’ times also. A pair of elements il, i2 E Z occurs 
1x(n+1)=n+1times.Apairi,jwherei~Zandj~Joccursn+1(therofthe 
SBIBD) times. A pair il, iz E J, where il, j2 are both elements in some Bi of the 
left over resolution class, occurs once in the first type of blocks and n times in the 
second type of block whereas if il, j2 do not occur in some Bi, then they occur n 
times in the first type of block and 1 time in the second type of block. Hence all 
pairs occur n + 1 times. q 
An SBIBD (n’+ n + 1, n + 1, 1) is equivalent to a projective plane of order n. 
An RBIBD ((n + l)‘, (n + l)(n + 2), n + 2, n + 1, 1) is equivalent to an affine 
plane of order n + 1. Therefore, the construction works if both n and n + 1 are 
prime. Another way to state the condition is to specify that either n is a Fermat 
prime or n + 1 is a Mersenne prime. Since there are 35 such numbers known [2], 
the construction works at least 35 times. We record this in the following corollary. 
Corollary. Zf n is a Fermat prime or n + 1 is a Mersenne prime then there exists a 
BIBD (2n* + 3n + 2, (n + 1)(2n* + 3n + 2)/2, (n + l)*, 2n + 2, n + 1). 
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The construction can be slightly generalized if one uses a RBIBD ((n + l)‘, 
n(n + l)(n + 2), n(n + 2), n + 1, n) which has n - 1 identical copies of one 
resolution class instead of n copies of a RBIBD ((n + 2)*, (n + l)(n + 2), n + 2, 
n + 1, n). Thus, we can state the following theorem: 
Theorem 2. Zf a SBIBD (n’+ n + 1, n + 1, 1) exists and a RBIBD ((n + l)*, 
n(n + l)(n + 2), n(n + 2), n + 1, n) which has 12 - 1 identical copies of one 
resolution class exists then a BIBD (2n* + 3n + 2, (n + 1)(2n* + 3n + 2)/2, 
(n + l)“, 2n + 2, (n + 1)) exists. 
Proof. Same as Theorem 1 but ensure that the n - 1 identical copies are used for 
the blocks of type 2. 0 
In order to tell if the construction produces any new designs, we consult the 
helpful list of BIBD parameters and known lower bounds of Mathon and Rosa 
[7]. For n = 3, the construction produces a (29, 58, 16, 8, 4) BIBD which is 
non-isomorphic to the only other known such design produced by Sprott [lo]. 
They are non-isomorphic because they have different block intersection numbers. 
For n = 4, the construction produces the first known (46, 115, 25, 10, 5) BIBD. 
3. Non-isomorphic (16, 24, 9, 6, 3) BIBDs 
For n = 2, the construction produces a design with the same parameters (16, 
24, 9, 6, 3), as Bhattacharaya’s [l] famous counterexample. The counterexample 
was non-embeddable as two blocks intersected in four varieties. Brown [3] 
produced such a design which was non-embeddable but had no block intersection 
of size 4. Lawless [6] produced 8 non-isomorphic non-embeddable designs with 
various intersection patterns. All three used ad hoc procedures to produce these 
results. Just recently Van Trung 1121 produced one of these non-embeddable 
designs with a complicated construction. 
For n = 2, we can use Theorem 2 as any RBIBD (9, 24, 8, 3, 2) trivially has 
one copy of a resolution class. Hence, by using the list of BIBD (9, 24, 8, 3, 2) of 
Morgan [9] with the correction of Mathon and Rosa [8], we can generate many 
non-isomorphic designs with many different intersection patterns. Most of the 
designs produced this way are obviously non-embeddable as they have block 
intersection size 4. 
Indeed, for any specific RBIBD we can assign resolution classes to the 
duplicated blocks of the SBIBD in every possible way. This creates 8! designs 
which can be reduced to 6! or 5! by using the automorphism groups of the smaller 
designs. Then, using Kocay’s very fast graph algorithm program (described in 
[5]), we can get a canonical form for each design in about one and a half seconds 
on an Amdahl 580. These are then sorted and duplicates eliminated. These can 
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then be compared to the known non-embeddable (16, 24, 9, 6, 3) BIBDs. 
Furthermore, designs can be compared to Van Rees’ [ll] list of all residual 
(16,24,9,6,3) BIBDs to see if they are residual or not. The results are 
summarized in the following theorems. 
Theorem 3. There are 278 pairwise non-isomorphic (16, 24, 9, 6, 3) BIBDs which 
contain three identical disjoint copies of the SBIBD (7,3,1). 
Proof. Any (16,24,9,6,3) BIBD which contains three identical copies of the 
SBIBD (7,3,1) must have a structure as described in the beginning of Section 3. 
To prove this, consider an element of the (16, 24, 9, 6, 3) design which is not one 
of the seven elements of the SBIBD. If it occurs more than once with the same 
triplicated block of the SBIBD then it can occur at most 5 times with triplicated 
blocks and thus at most 8 times in the design. This is a contradiction. It must 
appear once with each triplet of identical blocks to get the pair count correct. 
This means every element not in the SBIBD, must occur with a triplet of identical 
blocks exactly once. 
In other words, a resolution class of “other” elements must be attached to each 
triplet of identical blocks. This determines 7 resolution class which clearly 
determine the RBIBD (9,24,8,3,2). Since the construction produces 278 
designs, the theorem is true. El 
Theorem 4. There are 251 pairwise non-isomorphic, non-embeddable 
BIBD (16,24,9,6,3) BIBDs which contain three identical disjoint copies of the 
SBIBD (7,3,1). 
Theorem 5. The number of pairwise non-isormorphic, non-embeddable BIBD 
(16, 24, 9, 6, 3) is 261. 
Proof. The designs of Bhattacharya, Brown and Lawless were non-isomorphic to 
each other and to any of the 251 produced by our construction. Van Trung’s 
design, which was produced independently and by an entirely different construc- 
tion, was isomorphic to one of the designs produced by the construction. 
In order to produce a listing of all the designs in a minimum of space, we list all 
resolvable BIBDs (9, 24, 8, 3, 2) using Morgan’s numbering. The basic (9, 12, 4, 
3, 1) BIBD is as follow: 
@,9,16) 
{IO, 12,14} 
{11,13,15} 1 
R,, 
18, 13, 14) 
(9, 12, 151 R, 
(10, 11, 16) 1 
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(8, 11,121 
(9, 10, 13) R3 
(14, 15, 16) 1 
All the resolvable (9,24,8,3,2) BIBD’s have these as their first four resolution 
classes. The second four resolution classes are these again but with a permutation 
applied as follows: 
Design Permutation 
1 I 
2 (899) 
3 (8, 9)(10, 11) 
6 (8, 9, 10) 
7 (8, 9, 10, 11) 
14 (8, 9)(1L 13)(12, 14) 
15 (8, 9, 10, 13) 
23 (8, 9, 10, 13, 16) 
29 (8, 9, 11, 12, 16) 
Therefore, the seventh resolution class, R6, in design 29 is (8,9, 11,12,16) R2. 
Now the blocks of the SBIBD are specified as follows: 
{I, 2,4} = R, 
C&3,5) = & 
{3,4,6) = & 
{4,5,7) = BA 
{5,6, I>= Bs 
{6,7,2) = & 
(7, I,31 = & 
Now to specify a particular design constructed by Theorem 2, we need only 
indicate which resolution classes get attached to which tripled blocks of the 
SBIBD, e.g. 7D02514367 is the design produced from the design number 7 where 
RO is left over, R2 is attached to the tripled block 1 of the SBIBD, R5 is attached 
to tripled block 2, Rl is attached to tripled block 3, etc. (Table 1). 
Table 2 lists those designs which are isomorphic to a (16,24,9,6,3) 
BIBD from the Van Rees list and hence these designs are residual and previously 
known. The left-hand side gives the design number as in the previous list and the 
middle gives the design number as in Van Rees’ list and the right-hand side gives 
the order of the automorphism group of the design. 
The first three designs were produced from Morgan’s Design #14, the next 18 
were produced from Design #15 and the last 6 were produced from Design #23. 
Table 3 shows how many non-isomorphic (16, 24, 9, 6, 3) designs 
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Table 1. Non-isomorphic (16, 24, 9, 6, 3) BIBDs containing three identical disjoint 
SBIBDs (7, 3, 1) 
# Design ICI ff Design IGI # Design ICI 
432 
6 
: 
2 
2 
: 
4 
2 
2 
4 
54 
2 
12 
4 
3 lD04652317 
6 2D03124567 
9 2~10235467 
12 2Dl4023567 
15 2D14305267 
la 3DO1245367 
21 3~01423567 
72 
4 
2 
2 
4 
t 
2 
2 
2 
2 
24 3DO2413567 
27 3D03452167 
1 
1 
3 
1 lD04126357 
4 2~01423567 
7 2~05423617 
10 2D10524367 
13 2~14203567 
16 2~15342067 
19 3D01345267 
22 3~01452367 
25 3D03124567 
28 3D03514267 
31 3004321567 
34 3DO5341267 
37 6D01243567 
40 6D02314567 
43 6~02354167 
46 6DO2453167 
49 6~02534167 
52 6~03215467 
55 6D03541267 
58 6D04251367 
61 6~04532167 
64 6~05342167 
67 6~12043567 
70 6~12534067 
73 6D14023567 
76 6~15243067 
79 6015430267 
a2 7D01254367 
a5 7D01354267 
aa 7D01453267 
91 7DO2315467 
94 7D03142567 
97 7004235167 
100 7D04521367 
103 7D05231467 
106 7DO5312467 
109 7D05413267 
112 7D21034567 
115 7~21354067 
118 7D23401567 
121 7D24013567 
124 7D24531067 
127 7~25431067 
130 7D30412567 
133 7~31052467 
136 7D31420567 
139 7~32051467 
142 7~34512067 
145 7D35021467 
148 14DO3245167 
2 lDO4152637 
5 2D02453617 
a 2~05432617 
11 2D13024567 
14 2~14250367 
17 2D15420367 
20 3DO1352467 
23 3D01534267 
26 3~03145267 
29 3~03524167 
32 3~05241367 
35 3D05432167 
38 6D01254367 
41 6D02315467 
44 6D02413567 
47 6002513467 
50 6~02543167 
53 6D03421567 
56 6~03542167 
59 6D04321567 
62 6~05132467 
65 6DO5431267 
68 6~12304567 
71 6~13204567 
74 6D15043267 
3 
77 6D15324067 
a0 7~01243567 
a3 7D01342567 
a6 7DO1432567 
a9 7D01534267 
92 7D02453167 
95 7D03412567 
98 7~04251367 
101 7D04531267 
104 7~05241367 
107 7DO5321467 
110 7D20143567 
113 7D21043567 
116 7D21403567 
119 7D23415067 
122 7D24103567 
125 7D25143067 
128 7D30214567 
131 7D30512467 
134 7D31054267 
137 7D31542067 
140 7D32501467 
143 7D35012467 
146 14D01453267 
149 14Dl2034567 
152 14D15432067 
155 15D02345167 
158 15D02431567 
161 15~03142567 
164 15DO3514267 
167 15~04513267 
170 15D05321467 
173 15D10423567 
176 15~12035467 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
30 3D04135267 
33 3~05321467 
36 6D01235467 
39 6D02154367 
42 6D02351467 
45 6~02435167 
48 6D02514367 
51 6DO3152467 
54 6D03425167 
57 6D04235167 
60 6D04523167 
63 6DO5142367 
66 6Dl2035467 
69 6~12345067 
72 6~13502467 
75 611315240367 
78 6815423067 
al 7D01245367 
a4 7D01345267 
a7 7D01435267 
90 7D02314567 
93 7DO2514367 
96 7DO3452167 
99 7~04325167 
102 7DO5143267 
105 7DO5243167 
108 7D05324167 
111 7D20314567 
114 7021304567 
117 7D23014567 
120 7D23451067 
123 71324310567 
126 7~25341067 
129 7D30254167 
132 7D31024567 
135 7D31405267 
138 7D32041567 
141 7D34210567 
144 7~35014267 
147 14~02413567 
150 14Dl2534067 
153 15DO1235467 
156 151302351467 
159 15D02531467 
162 15~03412567 
165 151304123567 
168 15D04523167 
171 15D10342567 
174 15DlO524367 
177 15D12054367 
la0 15D13205467 
la3 lSD14052367 
la6 15D14302567 
1 
2 
2 
1 
la 
151 
154 
157 
160 
163 
166 
169 
172 
175 
178 
ial 
la4 
la7 
190 
193 
6 
1 14D14035267 6 
15D01523467 1 2 
15D02354167 2 2 
15D03124567 2 2 2 
15D03425167 1 
15~04132567 I 
15D05234167 1 1 
1 SD1 0352467 1 1 
15D12034567 1 1 
15~12305467 15D12430567 1 
15Dl3402567 1 
179 
la2 15D13450267 1 
15Dl4203567 la5 15D14205367 1 
15~14503267 : laa 15~15024367 1 la9 15D15043267 
15D15240367 1 191 15815302467 1 192 1 SD15320467 : 
15~15403267 i 
._ ._ ._._____ 
194 15D15420367 1 195 15D20153467 1 
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Table 1. Continued 
# Design ICI # Design IGI # Design IGI 
196 15D20435167 
199 15D25130467 
202 15~30154267 
205 15D30421567 
208 15D32051467 
211 15D34012567 
214 15~34120567 
217 15D35124067 
220 23D03124567 
223 23~04513267 
226 23D10342567 
229 23D12405367 
232 23~14023567 
235 29D01432567 
238 29DO3142567 
241 29D03215467 
244 29D03425167 
247 29D04321567 
250 29D10245367 
253 29Dl0435267 
256 29D12305467 
259 29D12435067 
262 29D13042567 
265 29D13405267 
268 29Dl3524067 
271 29D14320567 
274 29D15203467 
277 29Dl5320467 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
2 
: 
: 
1 
3 
1 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
197 15D20534167 
200 15D25310467 
203 15D30254167 
206 15D31054267 
209 15D32150467 
212 15D34021567 
215 15D34150267 
210 15D35410267 
221 23003421567 
224 23DO5432167 
227 23D10354267 
230 23D12430567 
233 23D14035267 
236 29D02314567 
239 29D03145267 
242 29D03412567 
245 29D04132567 
240 29DO5143267 
251 29DlO253467 
254 29D10452367 
257 29Dl2340567 
260 29Dl2504367 
263 29D13052467 
266 29D13452067 
269 29Dl4203567 
272 29D14530267 
275 29Dl5240567 
278 29D15423067 
1 
1 
: 
1 
1 
: 
3' 
1 
1 
1 
: 
: 
3 
: 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
198 15~23504167 
201 15D30142567 
204 15~30412567 
207 15~31540267 
210 15~32410567 
213 lSD34102567 
216 15D34201567 
219 23DO1425367 
222 23~04153267 
225 23~10235467 
228 23~12304567 
231 23~13420567 
234 23~15430267 
237 29D02435167 
240 29D03214567 
243 29DO3421567 
246 29DO4312567 
249 29DlO234567 
252 29D10325467 
255 29D12304567 
258 29D12403567 
261 29D13024567 
264 29Dl3402567 
267 29Dl3502467 
270 29Dl4250367 
273 29Dl5024367 
276 29D15243067 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
: 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Table 2. Non-isomorphic, residual (16, 24, 9, 6, 3) BIBDs containing three 
identical, disjoint SBIBDs (7,3,1) 
Design Isomorphic 
number to 
IGI Design Isomorphic 
number to 
IGI 
146 1128 6 212 632 1 
147 1246 18 213 934 1 
148 1247 18 214 630 1 
201 1067 2 215 631 1 
202 1064 1 216 935 1 
203 1065 1 217 1073 2 
204 629 2 218 1078 1 
20.5 633 2 219 716 1 
206 1069 2 220 718 1 
207 626 1 221 719 3 
208 1068 2 222 717 3 
209 1079 1 223 1066 3 
210 627 1 224 1074 3 
211 628 1 
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Table 3 
(9,24,8,3,2) 
Design 
# of 
Designs 
1 3 
2 14 
3 18 
6 44 
7 66 
14 7 
15 66 
23 16 
29 14 
Table 4 
Order of # of 
automorphism group Non-isomorphic 
1 196 
2 43 
3 17 
4 11 
6 5 
12 1 
18 2 
54 1 
72 1 
432 1 
containing 3 identical disjoint SBIBDs (7,3,1) were produced from each RBIBD 
(9,24,8,3,2). 
Table 4 shows the number of non-embeddable (16,24,9,6,3) BIBDs 
containing 3 identical disjoint SBIBDs (7,3,1) produced with each automorphism 
group order. 
Finally, we state the following theorem. 
Theorem 6. The number of pairwise non-isomorphic BIBD (16,24,9,6,3) is at 
least 1.542. 
Proof. There are 1281 residual ones listed by Van Rees and 261 non-isomorphic, 
non-embeddable ones by Theorem 6. El 
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